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Abstract—In this paper, we study the learning and representation of grounded spatial concepts in a probabilistic concept web that connects them with other noun, adjective, and verb concepts. Specifically, we focus on the prepositional spatial concepts, such as “on”, “below”, “left”, “right”, “in front of” and “behind”. In our prior work (Celikkanat et al., 2015), inspired from the distributed highly-connected conceptual representation in human brain, we proposed using Markov Random Field for modeling a concept web on a humanoid robot. For adequately expressing the unidirectional (i.e., non-symmetric) nature of the spatial propositions, in this work, we propose a extension of the Markov Random Field into a simple hybrid Markov Random Field model, allowing both undirected and directed connections between concepts. We demonstrate that our humanoid robot, iCub, is able to (i) extract meaningful spatial concepts in addition to noun, adjective and verb concepts from a scene using the proposed model, (ii) correct wrong initial predictions using the connectedness of the concept web, and (iii) respond correctly to queries involving spatial concepts, such as ball-left-of-the-cup.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Conceptualization is one of the cornerstones of cognition [1]–[3]. Conceptualizing the complex world allows us to categorize it into meaningful, manageable components, to reason on it, act rationally in it; in short, to impose a structure on complex sensory data. When we conceptualize, we understand: We understand what constitutes a concept, which instances are elements of this concept. Importantly, we also internalize how this specific concept relates to other concepts [4].

A perhaps more advanced question is, how do we conceptualize spatial relations between objects? An understanding of spatial relations of objects in the world is crucial to everyday actions, not only we communicate with each other using them (“Give me the cup on the table.”), but we also plan subconsciously using these relations all the time (e.g., Pouring the milk into the pot in order to be able to warm it on the oven.) There is evidence that the parietal cortex constantly tracks these abundant relations (see, for instance, [5], [6]). Arguably, the only way we could have survived as animals is by carrying an accurate spatial model of the world in our minds: We can close our eyes at any moment and recount the relative positions of the objects around us to an astounding accuracy. But in addition to this instantaneous and automatic spatial modeling, we also have a virtually perfect intuitive understanding of the spatial concepts with respect to the laws of physics: We know we cannot (easily) stand on a basketball because it is round, we understand we can place a book beneath the monitor in order to raise it, but not an orange, and so on. Therefore there is more to spatial relations than basic world-modeling: A spatial concept is just like any other concept in that it is most meaningful only when considered in relation to the other concepts in our mind.

In [7], we proposed a densely connected web of concepts as a biologically plausible and robust representation. Such a web allows the considering of concepts in relation to each other, and can guide and correct reasoning and planning in an otherwise too-complex real world [4], [8], [9]. We showed in several scenarios the advantages of such a connected system. However, this initial version was composed only of the noun, adjective, and verb concepts, and it lacked:

Spatial Relations: There was no notion of spatial relations, which resulted in a deficiency of representing scenes holistically, such as two cups are standing on the table next to each other. Such lack of spatial knowledge is fatal, for instance, in planning, e.g., we may not be able to move a ball that is inside a plate by pushing the ball, we may need to first grasp it and take it out of the plate, and then replace it accordingly.

Short-Term Memory: Additionally, there was no equivalent of a short-term memory mechanism in this initial version. The whole model corresponded to the long-term memory: The concept web was adept in representing long-term knowledge and understanding of the world, but it could not model instantiations of this knowledge. This was problematic for instance when there were more than one object, since the concept web connected all the active concepts associatively, and a ball (which is round) could not be active together with a box (which is edgy) at the same time. Therefore, we had to resort to an ad-hoc modeling of instantaneous perceptions: The system would focus on each object one by one, and extract a separate concept web for it. An superposition of these concept webs would then be accepted as a model of the current scene.

In this work, we aim to overcome these limitations with two improvements: (1) The capability to represent spatial relations, and (2) a short-term memory for individual objects. Combining these two features, the concept web can effectively represent whole scenes. We argue that spatial relations should also be regarded as concepts in a web of concepts, in relation to other concepts, just like a noun or adjective concepts. However, since they are binary and directed in nature (since, e.g., a ball can stand on a box, but not vice versa, since the ball is round, therefore the spatial relations have order), we present a Hybrid Markov Random Field model, which is a variant of the Markov
A seminal work on the psychology of spatial conceptualization was conducted by Landau and Jackendorf [10], who argued that people rely hugely on approximations when expressing spatial concepts. For instance, languages provide only the crude descriptions of “in” and “not in” for the important concept of containment, but there is no detailed propositions describing, for instance, “being in a round object”, or “being inside and also in contact with the inner surface of an object”, etc. Instead, languages tend to elaborate on nouns with details, and abstract over spatial concepts.

In robotics, Fischer [11] investigated the variables affecting a robot’s choice of spatial instructions when interacting with a robot. Stopp et al. [12] studied how a robot can anchor verbal spatial descriptions to its physical environment, thus grounding them, proposing a compositional variant of spatial field. In their work, each object part corresponds to a node in MRF, and spatial neighborhood is used to connect the nodes to each other. Hard-coded, rule-based spatial relations such as “on top of”, “in front of” are then integrated into the model as edge potentials to improve the accuracy. Our approach is different in the following aspects: (i) In our model, for each object, a concept web is created and a set of concepts become active. (ii) The spatial prepositional relations are themselves concepts that link concepts activated by different objects.

II. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We use the iCub humanoid robot platform [20] in this study. The visual data is collected using a Kinect RGB-D camera. The haptic cues associated with the objects are captured through the tactile sensors on the fingertips.

Object Set: We use 60 objects in the experiments, divided arbitrarily into a training set of 45 objects and a test set of 15 objects. Each object belongs to one of the 6 noun classes: {box, ball, cylinder, cup, plate, tool} (Fig. 3). Their properties are divided into 10 adjectives: {hard $\times$ soft, noisy $\times$ silent, tall $\times$ short, thin $\times$ thick, round $\times$ edgy} (Fig. 4). Each training object is labeled with 1 noun and 5 adjectives with human supervision. iCub is given a behavior repertoire of {grasp, push left, push right, push forward, push backward, move left, move right, move forward, move backward, drop, throw, knock down, shake}, which are hard-wired primitives.

Data Collection: iCub collects data from each object by interacting with it [21]. 4 kinds of features are collected from each object (Table I-top): (1) Visual features ($e_v$) are collected from the Kinect sensor. (2) Haptic ($e_h$), and proprioceptive ($e_p$) features of the robot hand while interacting with the object are collected by applying a grasp behavior it. (3) Audio features of the object ($e_a$) are collected by applying a shake behavior on it. For each object of both the training and test sets, these features are collected and concatenated into the entity feature vector $e$ of the object. For describing the behaviors, each behavior is applied once on every object, and the difference between the visual features of the object before and after the behavior is recorded. This difference vector is called the effect feature vector $f$, and describes the changes induced by the behavior.

For developing the spatial concepts \{on, below, left, right, in front of, behind\}, binary features are collected from couples matching, syntactic parsing, and probabilistic analysis.

The closest study to our work is of Anand et al. [19], who used spatial relations between noun concepts to guide a visual search via contextual information, using a Markov Random Field. In their work, each object part corresponds to a node in MRF, and spatial neighborhood is used to connect the nodes to each other. Hard-coded, rule-based spatial relations such as “on top of”, “in front of” are then integrated into the model as edge potentials to improve the accuracy. Our approach is different in the following aspects: (i) In our model, for each object, a concept web is created and a set of concepts become active. (ii) The spatial prepositional relations are themselves concepts that link concepts activated by different objects.
of objects in the scene during training and testing. Following [10] and [17], we employ binary projective features between two objects, which define the relative \( x, y, z \) positions of the two objects with respect to each other (Table I-bottom). The projective features are adequate for the projective spatial concepts we deal with in this study. Note that for developing other spatial concepts, such as \{push left, push right, push forward, push backward, move left, move right, move forward, move backward, grasp, knock down, throw, drop, shake\} the set of verb concepts, and finally \( S = \{on, below, left, right, in front of, behind\} \) the set of spatial concepts.

### III. Methods

There are two steps of the proposed conceptualization scheme. The first is the detection of active concepts individually from an encountered scene. Noun and adjective concepts are detected separately for each present object, verb concepts are detected from each action applied on an object, and spatial concepts are detected from the binary relations of existing objects with each other. The set of all objects is denoted by \( \mathbb{N} = \{\text{ball, box, cap, cylinder, plate, tool}\} \) is the set of noun concepts, \( \mathbb{A} = \{\text{hard} \times \text{soft}, \text{tall} \times \text{short}, \text{thin} \times \text{thick}, \text{round} \times \text{edgy}, \text{noisy} \times \text{silent}\} \) the set of adjective concepts, \( \mathbb{V} = \{\text{push left, push right, push forward, push backward, move left, move right, move forward, move backward, grasp, knock down, throw, drop, shake}\} \) the set of verb concepts, and finally \( S = \{\text{on, below, left, right, in front of, behind}\} \) the set of spatial concepts.

#### A. Representing Individual Concepts

We represent individual concepts with their prototypes, following our work in [21]–[23]. In [7], [24], this prototyping scheme is shown to be comparable in terms of performance to widely used approaches, such as Support Vector Machines, Self Organizing Maps, etc. One of its advantages is generalization over concepts similar to humans’ generalization abilities, especially eminent in spatial concepts [10], [15], e.g., approximating “to the right” as a probability distribution that covers a feasible region of “right” in the space, without necessarily forcing a 90°-relative direction. Yet this particular representation can as well be replaced with an alternative.

Prototypes of individual concepts are extracted from training instances previously labeled with corresponding concepts through human supervision. For every concept, the set of feature vectors belonging to the instances labeled with the concept are gathered. Each feature dimension is normalized and rendered comparable with other feature dimensions, followed by the extraction of their mean and variance values. Concept prototypes, as strings of \{+ , - , *, 0\} characters, is obtained from these mean and variance values (Table II). Features with a high mean and low variance are denoted with a (+), indicating strongly positive contribution. Features with a low mean value and low variance are denoted with (-), indicating strongly negative contribution. Features with too high variance are indicated with (\*), which denotes erratic contribution from the feature dimension. Such features are labeled as irrelevant, and excluded from all calculations regarding this concept. Finally, for verb and spatial concepts, features with means around 0 with a low variance are indicated with (0), and denote (i) for verb concepts, unchanging feature value during behavior, and (ii) for spatial concepts, qualitatively similar value between the two related objects. In this study, the experimentally defined thresholds of \( \mu_{\text{high}} = 0.1, \mu_{\text{low}} = -0.1, \sigma_{\text{high}} = 0.055 \) are used for deciding high vs. low mean and variance values.

#### Noun and Adjective Concepts

The noun and adjective concepts are extracted from training objects that have previously been labeled with them. The entity feature vectors \( e \) are used for extracting these prototypes. Therefore, they indicate all of
TABLE II: Sample extracted prototypes for noun, adjective, verb and spatial concepts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concepts</th>
<th>Visual Features</th>
<th>Audio Features</th>
<th>Haptic Features</th>
<th>Proprioceptive Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nouns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjectives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noisy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knock Down</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial Concepts</th>
<th>Projective Features</th>
<th>Visual Features (First Object)</th>
<th>Visual Features (Second Object)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+<strong>0*******0000000000000</strong>00000****0***<em><strong><strong>000000000000000</strong></strong></em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behind</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+<strong>0*******0000000000000</strong>00000****0***<em><strong><strong>000000000000000</strong></strong></em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5: (a) A standard Markov Random Field, and the expansion into a factor graph. (Adapted from [7].) (b) Expansion of directed cliques in a hybrid Markov Random Field, and which are expanded into two separate clique nodes.

the visual, audio, haptic, and proprioceptive properties of the related noun or adjective. These prototypes have 91 features.

**Verb Concepts:** The verb concepts are used for describing the changes induced on a objects through the application of the related action, and are extracted from the effect feature vectors (f). Similar to the effect feature vectors, they are composed of only the visual features, and therefore contain 66 characters.

**Spatial Concepts:** Spatial concepts are binary, and are calculated from couples of objects. A spatial prototype includes: (1) Binary projective features \( e_{proj} \), extracted from the relative positioning of the two objects, which are concatenated with (2) Visual features of the two objects \( e_1^1 \) and \( e_2^2 \). Therefore, spatial concept prototypes are of length 135. The reason for the inclusion of visual features are due to the implicit relation between the shape of the objects and the physically possible spatial positions: It is difficult to balance something on top a round object, therefore the on and below relations have semantic ties to the object shapes.

**Comparing Individual Concepts:** An incoming instance is decided as belonging to certain concepts by comparing its feature vector to the concept prototypes. The irrelevant features of each concept, denoted by (*), are excluded from these comparisons. The closeness of the instance to each concept is decided by a Euclidean distance between the instance and the concept prototype means over the remaining features [7].

**B. Concept Web**

We represent the concept web as a Markov Random Field, whose nodes correspond to the set of concepts \( C = N \cup A \cup V \cup S \), and connections denote the co-occurrence information between the concepts. Formally, the concept web \( W = G(C, E) \), where each concept \( c \in C \) is treated as a node, and there is an edge \( E(c_i, c_j) \) between concepts \( c_i \) and \( c_j \), if \( c_i \) and \( c_j \) have co-occurred together in a training instance.

**Markov Random Field:** A Markov Random Field (MRF) [25] is a probabilistic graphical model describing constraints between random variables, which are encoded as connections between nodes. It effectively models the joint probability distribution:

\[
P(\omega) = \frac{1}{Z} \exp(-U(\omega)),
\]

with \( \omega \in \Omega \) denoting a configuration of the MRF, \( U(\omega) \) is the energy of the given configuration, and \( Z \) is a normalizing partition function. The energy function in an MRF is always the combination of the data and the smoothness terms:

\[
U(\omega) = U_{data}(\omega) + U_{smooth}(\omega),
\]

The consistency of the state of the MRF with the incoming measurements is assured through the data term, \( U_{data}(\omega) \). The a priori knowledge about the constraints between-nodes, which is coded into the MRF through the edge structure, is asserted through the smoothness term \( U_{smooth}(\omega) \).

This energy function must be minimized to find the most likely configuration of the MRF. In highly cyclic MRFs such as ours, an effective method for this is the Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP) algorithm [26], which works over the factor graph notation of the MRF (Fig. 5a), obtained by creating separator nodes from each MRF node, and clique nodes combining connected MRF nodes. LBP algorithm spreads information from the separator nodes to the clique nodes, and then back from the clique nodes to the separator nodes, over multiple iterations.
The concept web as a Markov Random Field: In [7], we use the following energy formulation for the concept web:

\[ U(\omega) = \sum_{c \in \Omega} \psi_c(c) + \sum_{K \in \mathcal{K}} \psi_K(\mathcal{K}, \omega), \tag{3} \]

with \( \mathcal{K} \) denoting the set of all cliques, \( c \) is the set of all active concepts in the given configuration \( \omega \), \( \psi_c \) is the potential of concept \( c \), and \( \psi_K \) is the potential of clique \( K \). Fig. 6 visualizes the concept and clique potentials. The data term \( \sum_{c \in \Omega} \psi_c(c) \) tries to manipulate the solution towards the raw perceptions of concepts. In [7], we define a concept potential \( \psi_c \) by \( \psi_c(c) = D(c, x) \), with \( x \) being the incoming instance, and \( D(c, x) \) its Euclidean distance to concept \( c \) [7]. The smoothness term, \( \sum_{K \in \mathcal{K}} \psi_K(\mathcal{K}, \omega) \), tries to manipulate the solution towards the a priori knowledge, encoded in terms of edge information in cliques formed of co-occurrences. A clique potential \( \psi_K \) is given by \( \psi_K(\mathcal{K}, \omega) = \psi(\mathcal{K}, \omega) \), with \( \psi(\mathcal{K}, \omega) \) denoting the potential of the clique including the nodes \( \mathcal{K} \). The optimal configuration \( \arg \min_{\omega} U(\omega) \) is given by LBP algorithm.

Scene Representation: The representation of a scene in the system is handled in two levels (Fig. 1). On the one side, the attention of the system focuses on each object, and extracts a concept web of the related concepts with the object, acting like short-term memory module. Object-specific short-term memory instantiations are modeled using standard (undirected) MRF representation, since as shown in [7], undirected connections are not only intuitive but also effective in capturing co-dependence between noun, adjective, and verb concepts semantically related together. This is similar to reasoning in humans: Humans are able to understand and reason on single objects situated in an environment, that is, the identity of the object is easily extracted and generates its own related concept activations. Yet, simultaneously, the whole scene is considered together, and spatial relations between couples of objects are added by additional MRF links between the short-term memory representations of each object. The hybrid MRF representation is used for modeling the spatial relations due to their directed nature. Moreover, the spatial relations are modeled between the noun components of the object representations, since it is natural for humans to address unnamed objects by their nouns, instead of their adjectives, since nouns are more discriminative in communication (e.g., “Pass me the cup next to the kettle”, instead of “Pass me the small noisy object next to the tall object.”).

IV. Results

We demonstrate the extended concept web model and the effectiveness of representing spatial relations in a concept web in three different scenarios: (1) Semantic interpretation of an encountered scene as activations in the concept web, (2) correction of wrong predictions through the co-occurrence information coded in the concept web, and (3) using spatial relations to guide object search for human-robot interaction. The training set is composed of 600 arbitrary binary formations of the training objects, which are designed with a priori information: For instance, since it is very difficult to balance an object over a ball, this combination does not exist in the training set, and therefore not represented in the concept web.

1. Scene Interpretation: The interpretation of a sample scene through the proposed system is depicted in Table III. In the 3D Kinect view, there are two cups, two balls, and one box. iCub attends to all objects one by one and extracts their concept web. Then it examines their spatial relations in the hybrid MRF, resulting in the presented concepts. Systematically, we have also run the system on 5 different world views with 3 to 6 objects in the scene at one moment, resulting in 37 binary relations. In this setup, the system achieves a noun detection rate of 95.2% and a spatial relation detection rate of 91.8%.

2. Correcting Wrong Interpretations: The main strength of the concept web is keeping a priori information about the world, either due to physical laws, or canonical usages of everyday life. Such expectations guide our reasoning, even when our sensors may fail. In the second scenario, we show how the concept web may fulfill a similar function for iCub. In the scene in Table IV, the situation of ball A with respect to ball B is slightly ambiguous: The initial predictions using only the prototypes deduce ball A can be on ball B, on the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scene</th>
<th>Spatial Relations Without C. Web</th>
<th>With C. Web</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ball A on B</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball A below B</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball A left of B</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball A right of B</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball A in front of B</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball A behind B</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
right of it, and also in front of it. In fact, ball A is on another box that is on the right of ball B. Indeed it is not possible to stack balls on top of each other, since they tend to roll easily. Therefore, there is no ball-on-ball example in the training set, and such a clique has not formed in the hybrid MRF, biasing the concept web towards dismissing the wrong prediction.

3. Human-Robot Interaction: In the final scenario, we communicate with iCub using spatial descriptions. iCub instantaneously evaluates the scene, extracting short-term concept webs of the objects and the spatial relations. Then, the human partner points certain object(s) using (i) Two nouns and a relation, e.g., “The cup that is behind the box”, (ii) one noun and one relation, e.g., “Object that is on the left of the box”, or (iii) “Ball is on the left of which object?” Through language, commanded concepts stay active in the hybrid MRF, while the separator node activations of the not-mentioned concepts are reset. Since the hybrid MRF is directional, the separator node activations are reset according to whether the fixed noun(s) in the command are in the first or second noun position. The whole system reiterates until convergence, at the end of which only the concepts that are relevant to both the visual scene and the command remain active. A sample case is presented in Table V. Tests of 100 queries performed over 5 real-world scenes demonstrated a performance of 96% for this scenario.

### V. Conclusion

In this article, we provided the first steps towards integrating spatial concepts into a probabilistic concept web model proposed in [7] based on Markov Random Fields (MRF). Since classical MRF is based on undirected connections between nodes (concepts), we proposed a hybrid version which can have both undirected and directed relations between concepts. In several scenarios, we demonstrated that such representation is useful for various reasoning tasks.
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